
Secondary Math 3 Honors  
7-1 Practice: Intro to Statistics     
 

1.  a.) Make a list of 10 things in the world that you 
would like to have. Assign those things a 
number and use your calculator to take a 
random sample of 3 of those things to see 
what you end up with.  

 
b.) You take a sample and get a sample mean of 

15. Your friend takes a sample and gets a 
sample mean of 23. Does this mean that the 
way you collected the sample resulted in Bias? 

 
c.) Explain what Bias is in your own words. 

2.  a.) When trying to win a game of guessing the 
proportion of red M&Ms in a large glass jar, 
explain how, without counting all of the 
M&Ms, you could make a really good guess 
with what you now know about statistics. 
 

b.) Does your statistic tell you anything for 
sure? 

 
Review Problems:  

3.  Write the polynomial in standard form then classify 
it by the degree and the number of terms. 𝑓(𝑥) = 14𝑥 − 24 + 3𝑥2 

4.  Factor 𝑓(𝑥) = 14𝑥 − 24 + 3𝑥2 then state the degree 
and number of terms. 
 

5.  Factor: 3 22 6 36x x x� � �  
 
 
 

6.  Simplify 6𝑥 + 3 − 2𝑥 − 1 

 
7. Given the following situation, explain two ways that you could get a bad statistic (results in Bias), and two 

methods you could use to obtain a good statistic.  Also, explain why you would have bias, if applicable. 
Two students both end up breaking a bone in one week, one a leg and the other a finger. Their parents get upset 
and suggest that too many people playing sports at Timpanogos High School are breaking bones while playing 
sports. They begin wonder if it’s because the school doesn’t make sure the students drink their milk at lunch. They 
ask you to find out the proportion of Timpanogos High School sports players who have broken a bone while in high 
school. 
  
8. Explain in your own words, the differences between an observational study and an experiment; then explain 

how you would set up an observational study, or experiment to answer the previous question about whether 
the students who are drinking their milk at lunch are breaking less bones.  

 
 
 

 



Secondary Math 3 Honors 
7-2 Practice        
 
Draw and label the normal distribution two standard deviations away from the mean and 
then solve for the requested probabilities. 

1.  The average weight of the tomatoes in a 
garden is 10 oz. The standard deviation is 
1.6 oz.  

a) What is the probability that a 
tomato weighs less than 8.4 oz. 

b) Less than 10 oz.? (No shaded 
drawing necessary.) 

2.  The average score on a math test is 76. 
The standard deviation is 6.2. What is the 
probability that a student scored above an 
82.2% but below an 88.4%? 

3.  a) If possible, use your calculator to find the standard deviation for the “number of 
people kissed” question we asked in class.  

 
b) Find the standard deviation of the length of time it takes to say the alphabet 

backwards in seconds, using the following data. {13, 56, 12, 24, 29, 26, 10, 16, 5.2,22, 108, } 
 
Review Problems:  

4.  Does your desired major in college require that 
you take a Stats class? Look online or ask a 
counselor. 
 

5.  In the real world, explain where you might have 
been told some statistic that could have been 
influenced by Bias. 

6.  Which one of the following sampling distribution is the best? 
 
 
 
 
 

                       
 

 
 
7. A local bakery makes chocolate chip cookies. The number of chocolate chips in the cookies is 

approximately normally distributed, with mean 11.4 and standard deviation 1.3.  
a. What percent of the cookies have between 8.8 and 14 chocolate chips? 
b. If the bakery sold 200 chocolate chip cookies. How many of the cookies had less than 

8.8 chocolate chips? 
 
8. Draw a histogram to represent each of the following distributions and then draw a density curve 

to represent your histograms. 
a. Skewed Right 
b. Skewed Left 

c. Normal 
d. Uniform 

 



Secondary Math 3 Honors 
7-3 Practice        
For a standard normal curve, draw and shade in the given region. Then solve for the proportions 
under a standard normal curve. 

1.  a) Find the proportion of observations that 
fall into the region 1.52z � . 

b) Find the proportion of observations that 
fall into the region 1.78z ! � . 

2.  a) Find the proportion of observations that 
fall into the region 2.17z ! . 

b) Find the proportion of observations that 
fall into the region 0.66 1.95z� � � . 

 
Review Problems:  

3.  The table displays the number of hurricanes in the Atlantic Ocean from 1992 to 2006.  
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Number 4 4 3 11 10 3 10 8 8 9 4 7 9 14 5 

Find the mean, standard deviation, and variance.  
How many values fall within 1 standard deviation of the mean?  
If it was normally distributed, what percent of the recorded values should be within one standard 
deviation from the mean? 
 

4.  Within how many standard deviations of the mean do all of the data values fall? 
18 25 23 10 19 22 25 17 19 20 

 

Solving for proportions under a normal curve. 
5. On the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, a mean IQ is 100 with a standard deviation of 15 units.  

a. IQ scores between 90 and 109 are considered average. Assuming IQ scores follow a Normal 
distribution, what percent of people are considered average?  

b. One measure of Genius is an IQ score of above 135. What percent of people are considered 
genius?  

c. Einstein had an IQ score of 160. What is his z-score and the probability of an individual having 
a higher IQ than him?  

 
6. You have to make a final decision on two applicants to be your date. They are both wonderful people so we 

all know it always comes down to their test scores. Student A took the ACT and received a score of 29 in 
mathematics. Person B took the SAT and received a score of 680 in mathematics. The ACT mathematics 
section has a mean of 21 and standard deviation of 5.3. The SAT mathematics section has a mean of 516 
and a standard deviation of 116. Both tests follow an approx. Normal Distribution.  
 
a) Draw and label both distributions and indicate where their scores are located. 
b) Draw the Standardized normal distributions for both and indicate where their Z-scores are located and 

what the values are. 
c) Which applicant would you choose and why?  
d) What is the probability that a student scored better than Student A on the ACT test?  
e) What proportion of students would have z-scores that fell between Student A and Student B?   
 

 



Secondary Math 3 Honors- Unit 7      
7-4 Practice: Experiments, Simulation, and Statistically Significant. 
 
Show your understanding: 

1.  In your own words, explain what it means to be 
statistically significant. 

2.  In your own words, explain why taking an SRS from 
a population gives a sample mean that is not 
exactly what the populations mean is. 

 
Review Problems:  

3.  Draw a diagram that shows the population, two 
bad sampling methods, and a good sampling 
method, and label the diagram by the types of 
sampling.  
 

4.  Explain what it means to have an approximately 
normal distribution and how many normal 
distributions there are. 
 

5.  Americans consume on average 16.5 lbs. of ice cream per year with a standard deviation of 3.25 lbs.  Assume 
the distribution of pounds of ice cream eaten is normally distributed. 

a. What is the interval that contains 68% of the pounds consumed each year?  
b. What proportion of people eat less than 10 pounds of ice cream per year? 
c. What percentage of pounds consumed is between 5 pounds and 11 pounds?  

 
6. In a Secondary Math III class, Mr. Dietrich takes a SRS of half the class and gave them bright red pencils to use 

on their next test. He thinks that the bright red will help stimulated the students’ mind and also remind them to 
check their answers. To test his theory, the remaining part of the class becomes his control group and will not 
use bright red pencils. After the test, he finds that the group that used the bright red pencils have an average 
score of 94%, while the control group only has an average of 88%. Does this mean that bright red pencils are 
better to use on a math test than non-red pencils? Explain. 
 



Secondary Math 3 Honors 
7-5 Practice: Margin of Error and Confidence intervals 
 
You want to estimate the average height of men at our school. To do so, you took a SRS of 36 boys and found 
an average height of 65 inches. The samples standard deviation is 2 inches and height does follow an 
approximately normal distribution. 
 

1.  Construct and interpret a 95% confidence 
interval for the true height of men out our 
school. 
 

2.  Construct and interpret a 68% confidence interval 
for the true height of men out our school. 

3.  a. Observing #1 and #2 Explain how confidence level relates the size of your Confidence interval. 
b. What are two way you could end up with a smaller confidence interval? 

 
Review Problems:  

4.  For a standard normal curve, draw and shade in the given region. 
a) Find the proportion of observations that fall into the region −2 < 𝑧 < 2. 

 
5. Express the solution to 42𝑡 = 6 as a logarithm.  
 
Margin of error 
6. Explain what margin of error is in your own words.  
 
7. For a normal distribution, what would the critical value (number of standard deviations away) need to 

be if we wanted to construct a 99.7% confidence interval? 
 
8. There is a way to find the critical value for any confidence level that you want. You could work 

backward on Table A, or using your calculator, there is operation called INVNORM. Both of these 
works backward from the area under the curve and tell you the values which create the two boundary 
points. Try looking at Table A and figure out how to do this.  

 
 



Secondary Math 3 Honors 
7-6 Practice 
Write what you have learned about statistics.  
 

• Where do you think statistics could be used in your life? (whether in your career, home life, 
hobbies, or in the way you interpret the world around you or what the world tells you.)   
 

• Make sure to explain, in detail, at least one concept you learned this chapter. 
 

• Is statistics cool, powerful, honest, truthful, misleading, eye opening, boring etc.?  
Make sure to explain why you think the way you do. 

 
• Please write about any questions you have about statistics or about anything we did this unit.  

What was most eye opening about statistics? 
 

REMEMBER, THIS IS COUNTING AS PART OF YOUR TEST GRADE FOR THIS UNIT! 
Write up must be substantial to receive full credit. 

 


